
Over the past 18-months, the Financial Planning Association® (FPA®) has been working to make the organization and 
all CFP® members go-to resources for trade and national media. With dozens of queries being distributed each 
month, FPA needed to innovate to make the system more efficient and effective for members and the media. 

The automated FPA Media Query System makes it easy for journalists to submit queries for stories they are working 
on and need the expert insights CFP® members of FPA can provide. While hundreds of members are submitting 
responses to the queries, not every response is going to generate a reply from a journalist. So what can you do to 
make you and your response to a query standout? Here are some helpful tips: 

1. Be prompt in replying 

Every media query has an associated deadline. That is the deadline the reporter has for hearing back from FPA 
members, but that should not be YOUR deadline for responding. Instead, try to respond as soon as possible 
keeping in mind that the same query is being sent to hundreds of other FPA members. If a reporter gets several 
replies shortly after the query goes out, they may opt to use the first ones that come in. Your best bet is to be 
one of the first members to respond, but it’s important not to rush and provide solid, original thoughts on the 
subject. Speaking of… 

2. Be original in your thoughts 

When replying to a query, try to be as original as possible in the initial thoughts you provide the reporter. 
Chances are that many of the other FPA members replying are going to say something similar in their replies. Try 
to find a unique angle to the subject and write about it as concisely as possible. Think about your personal 
experience with the issue/topic and let the reporter hear about it. This leads to the next tip… 

3. Paint a picture 

Reporters, especially those with mainstream consumer outlets, like to know that the issue they are writing about 
has impacted – positively or negatively – real people…your clients. If you have a specific experience with a client 
who had to deal with the issue, highlight that story in your reply. Mention the issue the client faced and the 
ways/strategies you used to help the client address the issue. 

4. Get a client to chime in 

While you’re thinking about painting a picture in your reply – using an experience you have had addressing the 
issue with a client – consider seeing if that client would be interested in speaking with the reporter. While many 
planners are apprehensive about asking their clients to do this, it is important to note that not all clients are 
going to thumb their nose at the idea of speaking to a reporter. This is especially true for clients who did 
something right or bettered their situation because of the help you gave them. It can’t hurt to ask. If the clients 
says they are willing to speak to the reporter, let the reporter know in your reply to their query! 

5. Share data 

If you have data, or can get data, that helps the reporter with their story, state it in the reply. Let them know you 
have seen metrics that back up a position you are taking and provide that metric(s) in the reply with a link to 
where that data can be found. Helping do the reporter’s homework for them positions you as a valuable resource 
and someone they can come to for not only that story, but for future stories as well. 
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6. Offer to get additional resources 

This is really in addition to tip #5. Not all information is going to involve metrics or data that will help the reporter 
with their story. Perhaps you have a colleague in your practice or within your local FPA chapter who is proficient 
on the issue the reporter is covering. Let the reporter know that you know of other folks or resources that would 
be helpful to them on the story and offer to round those resources up for him/her. Going above and beyond to 
help the reporter is key to establishing a relationship with the reporter and will really standout in your reply. 

7. Be responsive 

If you are contacted as a result of the reply you submitted to the reporter, don’t wait to get back to the reporter. 
Respond to them immediately, set up a time to talk with him/her and follow through on that commitment. If a 
reporter send you an email or gives you a call, but you don’t respond quickly, he/she will move on to another FPA 
member who replied. It doesn’t mean that you need to respond within minutes of getting the email or call, but it 
is advisable to respond within a matter of hours otherwise you may miss your opportunity to be interviewed. 

8. Don’t get frustrated 

It’s easy to get frustrated and upset when you take the time to respond to a query then never hear from the 
reporter. Always keep in mind that there are other members responding and if what you send is not original, 
thought-provoking and insightful, he/she will bypass you for other members. As in anything else, practice makes 
perfect. The more you respond to queries the better you will be at framing your insights which will lead to 
interview opportunities. The process is key to establishing relationships with reporters. Don’t get frustrated. 
Always see what you can do to make your responses better. 

If you are an FPA member who is interested in participating in the FPA Media Query System, please keep in mind that 
you must meet these four criteria: 

• FPA member in good standing 
• CFP® professional 
• Attend an FPA-approved media training 
• Agree to the terms in the FPA Media Participation Agreement 

If you are interested in attending an All-Member Virtual Training, click HERE or contact FPA Director of Public 
Relations Ben Lewis at 303-867-7190 / BLewis@OneFPA.org.  

“Someone alerted me recently to FPA's media query 
system and I tried it out. It’s fantastic. Prompt and 

relevant responses. Many thanks!” 
Kate Ashford 

Forbes 
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